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Abstract
We demonstrate that the covariance of the algebra of quantum NC fields under
quantum-deformed Poincare symmetries implies the appearence of braided alge-
bra of fields and the notion of braided locality in NC QFT. We briefly recall the
historical development of NC QFT which was firstly formulated in the framework
using classical relativistic symmetries but further it was described as generated by
the quantum-deformed symmetries. We argue that consistent covariant quantum-
deformed formalism requires ”braiding all the way”, in particular braided commuta-
tor of deformed field oscillators as well as the braid between the field oscillators and
noncommutative Fourier exponentials. As example of braided quantum-deformed
NC QFT we describe the NC scalar free fields on noncommutative canonical (Moyal-
Weyl) space-time with braided c-number field commutator which implies braided
locality.
1 Introduction
It is believed that due to quantum gravity (see e.g. [1]) or quantized string effects (see
[2]) one should investigate QFT on noncommutative space-times. In such new field-
theoretic models the standard Minkowski space-times coordinates xµ are replaced by the
noncommutative ones
[xµ , xν ] = 0 =⇒ [xˆµ , xˆν ] =
i
κ2
Θµν(κxˆ) , (1)
where Θµν is a given tensorial function
1
Θµν(κxˆ) = Θ
(0)
µν + κΘ
(1)ρ
µν x̂ρ + · · · , (2)
and κ introduced as geometric mass-like parameter. The simplest choice Θµν(κx̂) = Θ
(0)
µν
corresponds to the canonical (DFR2 [1] or Moyal-Weyl, see e.g. [4]-[8]) noncommuta-
tive space-time and Θµν(κx̂) = Θ
(1)ρ
µν x̂ρ describes quantum space-time with Lie-algebraic
noncommutativity (e.g. κ-deformed Minkowski [9]-[11]).
1We add that one can also consider interesting models with the function Θµν treated as new dynamical
”noncommutativity” field (see e.g. [3]).
2DFR≡Dopplicher-Fredenhagen-Roberts
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Firstly NC free fields were introduced with keeping the classical Poincare symmetry
and standard field oscillators algebra unchanged - such approach we call ”traditional”.
The new approach started later, with the introduction of deformed quantum Poincare
symmetries as determining the formulation of NC field theory, with quantum covariance
implying definite modification of field oscillators algebra.
1.Traditional approach to NC QFT . Such formalism was firstly elaborated in [1],
[12] for the canonical noncommutative space-time. In such approach it is postulated
that the classical Poincare symmetries remain undeformed, with the noncommutativity
(1) introducing the breaking of classical Lorentz invariance. The NC quantum free fields
ϕ̂(x̂)3 are obtained by the replacement xµ → x̂µ (see (1)) inserted in the standard quantum
free scalar KG field ϕ̂(x)4
ϕ̂(x) =
1
(2π)4
∫
d4pδ(p2 −m2) eipxa(p), (3)
where the quantized field oscillators satisfy the undeformed (standard) covariant oscillator
algebra Ĥ0 with the following binary commutation relations
δ(p2 −m2)δ(q2 −m2)[a(p), a(q)] = ǫ(p0)δ(p
2
−m2)δ(4)(p+ q). (4)
One can use the Weyl map representing the algebra M̂ of functions f̂ ≡ f(x̂) on non-
commutative space-time (see e.g. [13],[14])
M̂(f(x̂), ·)
W
≃M(f(x), ⋆), (5)
with suitable nonlocal ⋆−multiplication. The NC field theory due to the homomorphic
Weyl mapping can be represented as a nonlocal theory of standard fields on Minkowski
space-time. After the extension of Weyl map (5) to the products of functions depending
on different copies of noncommutative Minkowski spaces one can map the algebra of NC
quantum fields into the multilocal algebra of standard quantum fields, in particular5
ϕ̂(x̂)ϕ̂(ŷ)
W
≃ ϕ̂(x) ⋆ ϕ̂(y). (6)
Using (6) one can map the commutator of NC quantum field into the ⋆−commutator
of standard quantum fields described in usual Minkowski space by the formula ([A,B]⋆ :=
A ⋆ B −B ⋆ A)
[ϕ̂(x̂), ϕ̂(ŷ)]
W
≃ [ϕ̂(x), ϕ̂(y)]⋆ = i∆⋆(x, y;m
2), (7)
3We denote by ϕ̂(x) and ϕ̂(x̂) respectively quantum free fields on standard and noncommutative
Minkowski spaces in traditional approach. The standard classical free fields are denoted by ϕ(x); if we
substitute xµ → x̂µ we obtain the classical NC free fields denoted by ϕ(x̂).
4In this paper for simplicity we shall consider only scalar fields. The standard creation and an-
nihilation operators are defined respectively by a(−→p , p0 = ω(
−→p )) and a(−→p , p0 = −ω(
−→p )), where
ω(−→p ) =
√
−→p 2 +m2 and for real fields (3) a(−→p , p0) = a
†(−−→p ,−p0).
5In (6) we describe only the Weyl map for binary field products.
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where
∆⋆(x, y;m
2) =
−i
(2π)3
∫
d4pδ(p2 −m2)δ(q2 −m2)[a(p)a(q)eipx ⋆ eiqy (8)
−a(q)a(p)eiqy ⋆ eipx].
Because ⋆-product eipx ⋆ eipy even in simplest case of canonical noncommutativity (1) is
not symmetric, the commutator (4) can not be factored out and the ⋆-commutator (8)
is not a c-number. In canonical (Moyal-Weyl) case however one can obtain from (8) the
Pauli-Jordan relativistic commutator function
∆(x− y;m2) =
i
(2π)4
∫
d4pǫ(p0)δ(p
2
−m2)eipx, (9)
if we suitably modify the standard oscillator algebra (4) (see [7]-[8]).
In traditional NC QFT the standard relativistic locality or microcausality condition
can be replaced by the vanishing of ⋆−commutator for space-like separations of points x
and y ((x− y)2 < 0) (see e.g. [7],[14]), defining ⋆-locality
[ϕ̂(x), ϕ̂(y)] = 0
NC
−→ [ϕ̂(x), ϕ̂(y)]⋆ = 0. (10)
The traditional approach to NC QFT was further formalized as a modification of
Wightmann framework of QFT, with the interpretation of modified locality (10) in terms
of so-called wedged geometries (see e.g. [15]).
2. New approach to NC QFT with quantum Poincare symmetries. Such approach firstly
appeared with the introduction of canonical noncommutativity relations (Θµν(κx̂) = Θ
(0)
µν
in (1)) as generated by twist factor
F = e
i
2
θµν Pµ⊗Pν , (11)
which determines uniquely the corresponding Hopf-algebraic canonical deformation of
Poincare symmetries [4]-[7],[14]. In the framework of twisted Poincare symmetries the
wide class of relations (1) are covariant under the action of suitably chosen quantum
Poincare algebra generators (see e.g. [16]). If the twist F = F (1) ⊗ F(2) is known the
⋆−product of NC quantum fields in new approach is determined by the formulae [4]-[7]
φ̂(x̂)φ̂(ŷ)
W
≃ φ̂(x) ⋆ φ̂(y) ≡ m(F−1 ◦ [φ̂(x)⊗ φ̂(y)]), (12)
where we denote by φ̂(x) and φ̂(x̂) the quantum fields respectively on commutative and
noncommutative space-time, which transform under deformed (quantum) Poincare sym-
metries.
In new approach to NC QFT the algebra of NC fields should be quantum-covariant,
i.e. covariant under the Hopf-algebraic action of generators describing quantum relativis-
tic symmetries. In particular it follows that in order to introduce quantum-deformed
covariant free field quantization, we should replace the standard field commutator by its
3
quantum-deformed braided version [17],[18]. Further, following several authors ([7],[14],
[19]-[24]), in quantum-covariant formulation of NC quantum fields with quantum Poincare
symmetries characterized by the universal R-matrix R = R(1) ⊗ R(2), we shall replace
the standard commutators in (4) by the following braided commutators defining the field
oscillators algebra Ĥ
[a(p), a(q)] −→ [A(p), A(q)]BR ≡ A(p)A(q)− (R(2) ◮ A(q))(R(1) ◮ A(p)), (13)
where ◮ describes the action on the module Ĥ of the deformed Poincare generators.
The aim of this paper is to study the NC quantum fields which are covariant under the
quantum-deformed Poincare symmetries, in particular the determination of new algebraic
structure of the algebra of such NC quantum free fields Φ(φ̂(x̂), •) with suitably deformed
new •-multiplication. For the products of functions on noncommutative Minkowski space
we will employ the Weyl map (5) with its multilocal extension and express the NC quan-
tum fields as nonlocal QFT on classical Minkowski space. Following main ideas of our
recent paper [25] we shall present the formulation of quantum covariant free NC quantum
fields with the introduction of necessary braidings.
In order to introduce the quantum-covariant theory of NC fields one should use the
general covariance properties of tensor product U⊗V of pair of quantum Poincare algebra
modules U and V . If the quantum Poincare algebra is characterized by universal matrix
R = R(1) ⊗R(2), the transposed tensor product of its modules is given by the following
braided transposition6 (see e.g. [26])
Ψ(U ⊗ V ) = (R(2) ⊲ V )⊗ (R(1) ⊲ U), (14)
where Ψ is the intertwiner of quantum-deformed Poincare algebra modules. If we choose
U = φ̂(x̂), V = φ̂(ŷ) the quantum-deformed covariant commutator takes the braided form
[φ̂(x̂), φ̂(ŷ)]BR• ≡ φ̂(x̂) • φ̂(ŷ)− (R(2) ⊲ φ̂(ŷ)) • (R(1) ⊲ φ̂(x̂)). (15)
where the action ⊲ on NC fields will be specified later in Sect. 2. The form (15) of
braided field commutator with local standard multiplication was proposed firstly by Oeckl
[4], further used by Zahn [17] and advocated by Aschieri at all [18]; one should comment
however that the relation (15) is not in common use in NC QFT.
Further we shall use the formula for universal R-matrix describing quantum twist-
deformed Poincare symmetries, given by the relations
R = F21F
−1 = F−2, F21 = F(2) ⊗ F(1). (16)
In order to discuss the braided structure of NC quantum field theory covariant under
quantum Poincare symmetries we shall introduce in Sect. 2 the actions of quantum
Poincare algebra generators on the algebra Φ(φ̂(x̂), •) of quantum-deformed NC fields.
6Below in Sect. 2 we shall distinguish two different actions of Poincare algebra generators. In formulas
(14) and (15) the action ⊲ is still not specified.
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We shall define braided covariant product φ̂(x̂) • φ̂(ŷ) with braid factor (14) describing
the exchange of oscillators and noncommutative Fourier exponentials. In Sect.3 for the
case of Moyal-Weyl space-time noncommutativity we shall consider in detail the braided
quantization of free scalar quantum NC fields and discuss the braided locality. In last
Section in particular we point out that there is alternative way [23],[24] of defining the
braiding in the noncommutative quantum field commutators (15) which leads to the
triviality of braid factor.
2 The covariance of the algebra of quantum NC fields
In the description of the algebra of quantum NC fields one should answer the following
two questions:
• how to define single quantum NC field as describing a representation (module) of
quantum Poincare algebra
• how to define the products of quantum NC fields in covariant way, i.e. as a tensorial
representation (module) of quantum Poincare algebra (the answer should be given
at least for the binary products)
2.1 Single quantum NC fields as quantum Poincare algebra mod-
ule
The quantum NC field φ̂(x̂) can be described as infinite sum (in fact continuous integral)
of tensor products of noncommutative plane waves eipx̂ describing the basis of algebra M̂
and the elements a(p) determining the algebra of field oscillators Ĥ
φ̂(x̂) ∈ M̂⊗Ĥ, (17)
where ⊗ denotes braided tensor product with braided •−multiplication (see Sect. 2.2).
Using the homomorphic Weyl map of the algebra M̂ (see (5)) one can represent the
noncommutative algebra M̂ by the algebraM of classical functions with ⋆−multiplication
law. The Weyl map can be applied to the first factor M̂ in (17) and leads to the Ĥ-algebra-
valued representation of NC quantum fields, i.e.
φ̂(x̂)
W
≃ φ̂(x) ∈ Ĥ, (18)
because after the replacement in the Fourier expansion of φ̂(x̂) the basis eipx̂ by eipx one
can use the isomorphism 1⊗Ĥ ≃ 1⊗Ĥ ≃ Ĥ. It appears that the algebra of field operators
φ̂(x) have well defined no-deformation limit (φ̂(x)→ ϕ̂(x)), with the algebra Ĥ becoming
the algebra Ĥ0 (see (4)).
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Let us specify now the action of the deformed Poincare algebra generators on single
NC quantum field (17). We shall recall firstly two possible actions of classical Poincare
algebra on standard free quantum fields ϕ̂(x) ∈ Ĥ0 (see (3),(4)).
1. classical differential space-time realization on the functions on classical Minkowski
space-time
Pµ ⊲ ϕ̂(x) =
1
i
∂µϕ̂(x), Mµν ⊲ ϕ̂(x) =
1
i
x[µ∂ν]ϕ̂(x), (19)
2. quantum-mechanical realization on the free field oscillators algebra
Pµ ◮ ϕ̂(x) = [Pµ, ϕ̂(x)], Mµν ◮ φ = [Mµν , ϕ̂(x)], (20)
with Pµ,Mµν ∈ Ĥ0.
The classical Poincare covariance relation
U(Λ, a)ϕ̂(x)U−1(Λ, a) = ϕ̂(Λx+ a), (21)
where U(Λ, a) = exp(iaµPµ+ iω
µνMµν) for infinitesimal aµ and ωµν (Λ
µ
ν = δ
µ
ν+ω
µ
ν) links
two realizations (19),(20). It leads to the following infinitesimal covariance condition
g ⊲ ϕ̂(x) = −g ◮ ϕ̂(x), g = (Pµ,Mµν). (22)
We see therefore that for Poincare-covariant standard (undeformed) quantum fields one
can use as the action of classical Poincare algebra generators equivalently the ”classical”
action ⊲ or the quantum-mechanical one ◮.
Now we pass to quantum-deformed NC fields (17). At final stage of considerations
we shall consider such fields after the Weyl map (18). The realizations (19) and (20) due
to deformation are modified, however in covariant theory the covariance condition (22)
remains valid provided that we modify the relation (22) as follows (S is an antipode)
g ⊲ φ̂(x̂) = S(g) ◮ φ̂(x̂). (23)
By analogy with undeformed case in the tensor product f̂ ⊗ ĥ ∈ φ̂(x̂) (f̂ ∈ M̂, ĥ ∈ Ĥ)
the actions ⊲ on ĥ and ◮ on f̂ are assumed to be trivial:
g ⊲ ĥ = ǫ(g)ĥ, g ◮ f̂ = ǫ(g)f̂ . (24)
If we use Hopf-algebraic formula (the case of action ◮ is analogous)
g ⊲ (f̂ ⊗ ĥ) = ∆(g)⊲ (f̂ ⊗ ĥ) = (g(1) ⊲ f̂)⊗ (g(2) ⊲ ĥ) , (25)
the actions g ⊲ φ̂(x̂) and g ◮ φ̂(x̂) in (23) due to the relations (24) and the structure of
coproduct ∆(g) with unique terms g ⊗ 1and 1⊗ g take the form
g ⊲ (f̂ ⊗ ĥ) ≡ (g ⊲ f̂)⊗ ĥ, g ◮ (f̂ ⊗ ĥ) ≡ f̂ ⊗ (g ◮ ĥ). (26)
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After applying the Weyl map (18) one can rewrite (23) in the form similar to (22)
g ⊲ φ̂(x) = S(g) ◮ φ̂(x), (27)
where commutators in (20) should be replaced by quantum adjoint action
g ◮ ϕ̂(x) = [g, ϕ̂(x)]
quantum
=⇒
deformation
g ◮ φ̂(x̂) = adgφ̂(x̂) = g(1)φ̂(x̂)S(g(2)). (28)
If the Hopf-algebraic form of deformed Poincare algebra is known, the formula (28) is
fully determined (S denotes the antipode); subsequently the action g⊲ φ̂(x) described by
the deformation of (19) should be chosen in consistency with the relation (27).
It should be added that one can introduce third possible action D of generators on
NC quantum fields (see e.g. [23], [24]), defined by the formula
g D (f̂ ⊗ ĥ) = (g(1) ⊲ f̂)⊗ (g(2) ◮ ĥ) . (29)
Such action of generators if applied to the field φ̂(x̂) due to the relations (26) leads to the
following form of covariance conditions (23)
g D φ̂(x̂) = ǫ(g)φ̂(x̂) = 0, (30)
which after the Weyl map (18) provides the covariance relation (27).
2.2 The covariant action of deformed Poincare algebra on the
product of NC quantum fields
In order to formulate the deformed NC QFT we shall define firstly the algebra Φ(φ̂(x̂), •)
of NC fields φ̂(x̂) and further perform the Weyl map (see (18)). We multiply the NC
fields (17) using the new braided •−multiplication which defines the multiplication of NC
quantum fields with deformed field oscillators algebra
φ̂(x̂) • φ̂(ŷ) = mM⊗Hφ̂(x̂)⊗φ̂(ŷ) (31)
= (mM ⊗mH) ◦ (id⊗ΨM,H ⊗ id)[φ̂(x̂)⊗ φ̂(ŷ)].
Braid factor ΨM,H describes effectively the noncommutativity of factors A(p) and e
iqŷ in
the product of field operators φ̂(x̂) and φ̂(ŷ) and it is needed in general case in order to
obtain the product (31) as an element of M̂(2)⊗Ĥ where by M̂(n) we denote the noncom-
mutative functions on the n-tuple of quantum Minkowski spaces (x̂(1), x̂(2), . . . , x̂(n)) (for
n = 2 we have chosen x̂(1) = x̂, x̂(2) = ŷ). The formula (31) permits to express the basis
of binary field products (31)
A = mM⊗H[(e
ipx̂A(p))⊗(eiqŷA(q))] = (eipx̂A(p)) • (eiqŷA(q)), (32)
by the superposition of elements of tensor product M̂(2) ⊗ Ĥ spanned by the elements
A˜ = eipx̂eiqŷ⊗A(p)A(q) ∈ M̂(2) ⊗ Ĥ. (33)
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Further we assume that the quantum deformation of Poincare algebra is described by
quasi-triangular Hopf algebra characterized by the universal R-matrix R = R(1) ⊗R(2).
Following the general formula (14) we introduce the braid factor expressing the transpo-
sition of noncommutative plane waves and deformed field oscillators
ΨM,H[A(p)⊗e
iqŷ] = (R(2) ⊲ e
iqŷ)⊗(R(1) ◮ A(p)). (34)
Using (31) leads to the following equivalent expression for the product (32)
A = [eipx̂R(2) ⊲ e
iqŷ]⊗[(R(1) ◮ A(p))A(q)]. (35)
We recall that we have used here universality of the formula (14) for any two deformed
Poincare algebra modules, i.e. the general formula (31) can be rewritten in concrete way
as follows
(f̂ ⊗ ĥ) • (f̂ ′ ⊗ ĥ′) = [f̂ · R(2) ⊲ f̂
′]⊗[(R(1) ◮ ĥ) · ĥ
′]. (36)
where f̂ , f̂ ′ ∈ M̂ and ĥ, ĥ′ ∈ Ĥ. If we perform the Weyl map in the algebra M̂(2)
(f̂
W
→ f, f̂ ′
W
→ f ′) and introduce corresponding star product the first factor in the tensor
product on rhs of (36) is becoming a classical function in accordance with the prescription7
f̂ · (R(2) ⊲ f̂
′)
W
≃ f ⋆ (R(2) ⊲ f
′), (37)
and we obtain that
(f̂ ⊗ ĥ) • (f̂ ′ ⊗ ĥ′)
W
≃ (f ⋆ (R(2) ⊲ f
′)[(R(1) ◮ ĥ) · ĥ
′], (38)
if the relation C⊗Ĥ ≃ Ĥ is used.
As we mentioned earlier, we shall use the covariant braided field commutator (15),
which after using specified actions ⊲,◮ can be rewritten more explicitly
[φ̂(x̂), φ̂(ŷ)]BR• = φ̂(x̂) • φ̂(ŷ)− [(R(2) ⊗ 1) ⊲ φ̂(ŷ)] • [(1⊗R(1)) ◮ φ̂(x̂)]. (39)
The formula (39) is our basic relation which defines the commutator of free NC quan-
tum fields. We shall show below that the quantum covariance of the product (31) and of
deformed commutator requires braid (34) and braided commutator (38)). For covariant
NC quantum fields it follows however from (23)
(R(2) ⊗ 1) ⊲ φ̂(ŷ) = (1⊗ S(R(2))) ◮ φ̂(ŷ), (40)
i.e. it follows that braided field commutator (39) can be replaced by other two ways which
employs only the action ⊲ or ◮8
[φ̂(x̂), φ̂(ŷ)]BR• = φ̂(x̂) • φ̂(ŷ)−R21 ⊲ (φ̂(ŷ) • φ̂(x̂)) (41)
[φ̂(x̂), φ̂(ŷ)]BR• = φ̂(x̂) • φ̂(ŷ)−R21 ◮ (φ̂(ŷ) • φ̂(x̂)). (42)
7For notational convenience one can introduce the symbol⊛ by means of the formula (f̂⊗ĥ)•(f̂ ′⊗ĥ′)
W
≃
(f ⊗ ĥ) ⊛ (f ′ ⊗ ĥ′). The translation of algebraic properties of •−multiplication (31) (e.g. associativity)
into the corresponding properties of ⊛ is under consideration.
8We use shorthand notation R21 ⊲ (a • b) = (R(2) ⊲ a) • (R(1) ⊲ b) etc.
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Further we shall employ formula (40) with the quantum-mechanical action ◮. Let us
demonstrate firstly that the field product (31) is covariant under the action of a quantum
Poincare generator g ∈ U(P4). Using the Hopf-algebraic formula with fourfold coproduct
∆(4)(g) = g(1) ⊗ g(2) ⊗ g(3) ⊗ g(4) and the identity g ◮ (a ◮ b) = (ga) ◮ b we get
g ◮ [(f̂ ⊗ ĥ) • (f̂ ′ ⊗ ĥ′)] = [(g(1) ◮ f̂) · (g(2)R(2) ◮ f̂
′)]⊗ [(g(3)R(1) ◮ ĥ) · (g(4) ◮ ĥ
′)]
= [(g(1) ◮ f̂) · (R(2)g(3) ◮ f̂
′)]⊗ [(R(1)g(2) ◮ ĥ) · (g(4) ◮ ĥ
′)]
= [(g(1) ◮ f̂) · (g(2) ◮ ĥ)] • [(g(3) ◮ f̂
′) · (g(4) ◮ ĥ
′)]
= [g(1) ◮ (f̂ · ĥ)] • [g(2) ◮ (f̂
′
· ĥ′)] (43)
where we use the relations (24) and the equalities9.
gI(2)R
J
(2) ⊗ g
I
(3)R
J
(1) = R
J
(2)g
I
(3) ⊗R
J
(1)g
I
(2). (44)
Subsequently, applying (43) to the basis (32) of the product of two NC quantum fields
one gets its quantum-Poincare covariance
g ◮ (φ̂(x̂) • φ̂(ŷ)) = m•[∆(g) ◮ φ̂(x̂)⊗ φ̂(ŷ)] = (g(1) ◮ φ̂(x̂)) • (g(2) ◮ φ̂(ŷ)). (45)
Now we shall show the covariance of the braided field commutator. The action of generator
g on second term defining braided commutator (39) with action ◮ is
g ◮ (R21 ◮ [φ̂(ŷ) • φ̂(x̂)]) = g ◮ [(R(2) ◮ φ̂(ŷ)) • (R(1) ◮ φ̂(x̂))] (46)
= m•(∆(g)R21 ◮ φ̂(ŷ)⊗ φ̂(x̂)).
The covariance of braided commutator (39) requires that
g ◮ (R21 ◮ (φ̂(ŷ) • φ̂(x̂))) = R21 ◮ (g ◮ (φ̂(ŷ) • φ̂(x̂))), (47)
what implies the relation
∆(g)R21 −R21∆21(g) = 0 . (48)
It is well-known (see e.g [27]) that for any quasitriangular deformed Poincare algebra the
relations (48) follow from the definition of universal R-matrix
∆21(g) = R∆(g)R
−1. (49)
3 Covariant braided field commutator and braided
field oscillators algebra in twist deformed QFT
In twist-deformed quantum field theory the multiplication prescription (31) is determined
if we know the twist factor F = F (1) ⊗F(2) and the braid ΨM,H (see (34)). The explicit
9See e.g. [27], Sec . 9.2. We use Sweedler notation with suppressed summation indices. If more
explicitly ∆(4)(g) =
∑
I g
I
(1) ⊗ g
I
(2) ⊗ g
I
(3) ⊗ g
I
(4) and R
(4) =
∑
J 1⊗R
J
(1) ⊗R
J
(2) ⊗ 1 we read e.g. eq. (44)
as
∑
I
∑
J g
I
(2)R
J
(2) ⊗ g
I
(3)R
J
(1) =
∑
I
∑
J R
J
(2)g
I
(3) ⊗R
J
(1)g
I
(2).
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form of the product of quantum free fields on noncommutative space-time has therefore
a form (we denote F−1=F (1) ⊗ F (2))
φ̂(x̂) • φ̂(ŷ) = mM⊗H[φ̂(x̂)⊗ φ̂(ŷ)] (50)
=
1
(2π)8
∫
d4p
∫
d4qδ(p2 −m2)δ(p2 −m2)
eipx̂(R(2) ⊲ e
iqŷ)⊗ (R(1) ◮ A(p))A(q),
W
≃
1
(2π)8
∫
d4p
∫
d4qδ(p2 −m2)δ(p2 −m2)
(F (1) ⊲ e
ipx)(F (2)R(2) ⊲ e
iqy)(R(1) ◮ A(p))A(q),
where by the notation
W
≃ we denote the Weyl homomorphism in M̂(2) with the suitably
⋆-product which represents the product eipx̂eiqŷ in terms of classical Fourier exponentials.
The actions of free Poincare generators in F (1),F (2) on the classical plane waves are
described by the differential realization (19) and on the deformed field oscillators the
Poincare generators act by the quantum adjoint action (28).
By using (15) and (50) we shall calculate explicitly the braided commutator (42). We
get
[φ̂(x̂), φ̂(ŷ)]BR• = φ̂(x̂) • φ̂(ŷ)−R21 ◮ (φ̂(ŷ) • φ̂(x̂)) (51)
W
≃
1
(2π)8
∫
d4p
∫
d4qδ(p2 −m2)δ(q2 −m2)
[(F (1) ⊲ e
ipx)(F (2)R(2) ⊲ e
iqy)(R(1) ◮ A(p))A(q)
− (F (1) ⊲ e
iqy)(F (2)R(2) ⊲ e
ipx)(R(1)R(2) ◮ A(q))(R(1) ◮ A(p)).
Further in order to obtain explicit formulae we shall consider the canonical deformation
described by twist (11). As follows from (16) and (11) R21 depends only on the fourmo-
mentum generators Pµ actions given by the formulae
Pµ ⊲ e
ipx = pµe
ipx , Pµ ◮ A(p) = −pµA(p). (52)
In canonically deformed case we get
R21 ⊲ [e
ipx
⊗ eiqy] = e i θ
µν pµqν eipx ⊗ eiqy, (53)
R21 ◮ [A(p)⊗ A(q)] = e
i θµν pµqν A(p)⊗A(q) ,
and the braid ΨM,H has the explicit form
ΨM,H[A(q)⊗ e
ipx] = R(2) ⊲ e
ipx
⊗R(1) ◮ A(q) = e
−i θµν pµqν eipx ⊗A(q). (54)
In order to obtain c-number braided field commutator one should be able to factor out
in braided field commutator (42) the binary relations satisfied by the field oscillators which
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describe the field oscillators algebra. If we use the formula (34) the required factorization
in the braided commutator (42) is achieved by the formula
[φ̂(x̂), φ̂(ŷ)]BR•
W
≃
1
(2π)8
∫
d4p
∫
d4qδ(p2 −m2)δ(q2 −m2)eipxeiqy (55)
[A(p) ⋆H A(q)−R21 ◮ (A(q) ⋆H A(p))],
where the new multiplication describing the binary oscillator algebra relation is the fol-
lowing
A(p) ⋆H A(q) = m ◦ F ◮ [A(p)⊗A(q)] = e
i
2
θµν pµqνA(p)A(q). (56)
We point out here that the multiplication ⋆H is an inverse of the ⋆−multiplication (F
−1
in (12)) is replaced in (56) by F) but it is known from the literature (e.g. it was used in
[7]) as describing deformed oscillators algebra.
The following modification of standard free field oscillators algebra (4) describes the
binary relation for deformed field oscillators
δ(p2−m2)δ(q2−m2)[A(p)⋆HA(q)−R21 ◮ (A(q)⋆HA(p))] = ǫ(p0)δ(p
2
−m2)δ(4)(p+q). (57)
The choice (57) leads to desired properties, namely:
1. due to the presence of braid factor R21 the deformed oscillators algebra is covariant
under quantum Poincare symmetries
2. it leads to c-number value of the braided commutator (55)
If we substitute (57) into (55) we obtain the final formula
[φ̂(x̂), φ̂(ŷ)]BR•
W
≃ ∆(x− y;m2), (58)
with the braided commutator for canonically deformed free quantum fields given by known
standard Pauli-Jordan function (see (9)) .
It should be noted that the choices of ⋆−multiplication (see (12)) and of the covariant
braid ΨM,H (see (34) are necessary for getting the twist-covariant algebra of deformed
field operators. The braid factor R21 which is an intertwiner in quantum quasitriangular
Poincare-Hopf algebra appears in our framework on three levels:
1. in the Weyl realization of the algebra M̂ as expressing the ”braided commutativity”
of the algebra of classical fields on Minkowski space-time with the ⋆−multiplication
(see e.g. [18]).
2. in the algebra Ĥ (see (57)) of quantized field oscillators which is covariant under
the action ◮ of the Poincare symmetry generators g.
3. in the algebra Φ(φ̂(x̂), •) of deformed NC free quantum field φ̂(x̂) (see (17)) firstly
in the definition of multiplication mM⊗H (see (31)), and further in the definition of
braided field commutator (42).
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We point out that the nonstandard multiplication of the deformed oscillators given by
(56) and the relation (57) are selected by the requirement of braided •−locality of NC
quantum free fields or equivalently by the c−number value of braided field commutator
(see (58)). In NC QFT covariant under quantum Poincare symmetries the standard
locality condition is therefore modifed not only by the introduction of ⋆−multiplication of
fields on Minkowski space but also by the deformation of field commutator into the braided
one. Let us observe that in the example of canonical twist (11) the rhs of (51) and (55)
describing the braided commutator of fields φ̂(x), φ̂(y) after the Weyl map vanishes if the
points x, y are separated in space-like way ((x−y)2 < 0). We see that the modification of
locality in traditional approach (see (10)) is replaced by the following braided •−locality
relation which should be understood after performing the Weyl map which introduces
classical space-time points x, y10
[ϕ̂(x), ϕ̂(y)] = 0
quantum
=⇒
deformation
[φ̂(x̂), φ̂(ŷ)]BR•
W
≃ 0. (59)
The formula (58) provides an explicit example of NC quantum field satisfying the
braided •−locality condition (59).
4 Conclusions
In this paper we present the quantum-covariant braided formulation of the theory of
noncommutative quantum free fields. We restricted our considerations to binary products
of such fields. For twist-deformed noncommutative fields the extension of our formalism
to n-ary associative products is rather straightforward, with the associativity of braided
field products following from the hexagon relation satisfied by braid R21 (see e.g. [27]).
From our quantum covariance requirements we obtained the braided form (15) of
deformed field commutator, the braided form (13) of deformed oscillator algebra and
braided •−multiplication (31) in the algebra of deformed quantum free fields. We add
that the elements of our construction were present in previous papers [7],[17],[23],[24].
The closest to our consideration is the approach of Fiore [23],[24] where the braided
commutator is however defined with braid factor R21 acting on fields φ̂(x̂) by the action
D, described by (29) (this was already implicit in the second option of [7], see formula
(46) there). In such a case the braid factor becomes trivial, because due to the relations
ε(R(1)) ⊗ R(2) = R(1) ⊗ ε(R(2)) = 1 ⊗ 1 (ε is the counit) and (30) we get R(1) D
φ̂(x̂)⊗R(2) = φ̂(x̂)⊗ 1, R(2) D φ̂(x̂)⊗R(1) = φ̂(x̂)⊗ 1, whence
g D (φ̂(ŷ)φ̂(x̂)) = φ̂(ŷ)φ̂(x̂), (60)
and the braided field commutator becomes a standard one. The latter also gives the
c-number function at the rhs of (58), which fulfills (59) at spacelike distances.
10If we introduce the extension of the ⋆-product onM into the symbol ⊛ (see footnote g), the braided
⋆-locality can be rewritten as [φ̂(x̂), φ̂(ŷ)]⊛ = 0 for (x− y)
2 < 0 where [A,B]⊛ = A⊛B −B ⊛A.
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Our explicit calculations have been given for the simplest case of canonical twist de-
formation. If however the twist factor depends as well on the Lorentz generators Mµν
(see e.g. [16]), the formulae describing the algebra of deformed quantum fields are more
complicated. In such a case after the Weyl map the bidifferential operator describing
⋆−product in algebra M̂ depends also on the space-time coordinate xµ and explicit cal-
culations are much more complicated. However, in principle the presented here braided
fields approach can be applied to general quasitriangular quantum deformation of free
quantum fields.
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